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Abstract

Over the past decades, technology and social media have changed the way the average citizen 

consumes mainstream news. With growing concerns about “fake news” and website algorithms 

controlling what news consumers see, news literacy is more important than ever. Within the 

broader scope of media literacy, news media literacy education specifically focuses on teaching 

students the skills needed to become critical news consumers by understanding bias in news and 

evaluating sources. While many organizations are creating news media literacy lessons or even 

curriculum, most are designed as standalone units or courses and are often intended for 

journalism/publications students. This project will focus on incorporating news media literacy 

topics into non-journalism English and Language Arts courses for high school students, by 

creating lesson plans and resources and curating them into a usable website at 

http://jquickblog.wordpress.com, especially for those small and/or more rural school districts 

which lack formal journalism programs. My project addresses this issue by providing much-

needed resources and lesson plans to high school English/Language Arts teachers so they may 

easily adopt these plans into their existing curriculum. First, I will define the term “news media 

literacy” as it pertains to my project. Second, I will address the ever-changing state of how high 

school students consume and analyze news. Third, I will address current research in the area of 

news media literacy among high school students and explain the existing need for more news 

media literacy education in America. Finally, I will explain how my proposed project can fill 

part of this need. 
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News Media Literacy for the English/Language Arts Classroom

In a democracy where a free press plays such a large role, it is vitally important for the 

citizens of tomorrow to understand how to consume news critically. However, a lack of formal 

instruction in news media literacy still exists among most high school students. While states such

as Washington and California have introduced news media literacy education into their 

mainstream curriculum requirements, other states and local districts have yet to do so. In his 

2017 Huffington Post article titled “States Should Require Schools to Teach Media Literacy to 

Combat Fake News,” Temple University professor Larry Atkins cites a “lack of understanding 

when it comes to media exposure, media messaging, reliability, sorting information, and 

potential bias” (par. 4) in his own journalism students. Atkins (2017) refers to a 2016 Stanford 

University study, which found that students middle school through college level, had “difficulty 

judging the credibility of information that they found online and are frequently duped by fake 

news, biased sources, and sponsored content” (par. 3). Whether states do mandate media and 

news literacy in the near future or not, the need for teachers to implement these lessons into their 

existing curriculum is surely present.

Literature Review

Defining News Media Literacy

In beginning a study of news media literacy and direct instruction in that area, one must 

first understand at least a rudimentary definition of the term, as it is often misconstrued under the

larger umbrella of “media literacy.” While there is some scholarly disagreement about the exact 

definition of news literacy, it is usually thought of as a subsection of media literacy, one which 

focuses solely on the medium of news. In 2010, James Potter concluded that “there still appears 

to be no consensus [to the definition], as scholars continue to add and subtract ideas from other 
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definitions while constructing their own” (p. 679). So instead, Potter (2010) sought to find the 

key themes of news media literacy, which he concluded to be the type of media, the “skills” and 

“sets of knowledge” (p. 679-680) needed and what the purpose of addressing such literacy 

should be.

Researchers Vraga, Tully, Kotcher, Smithson and Broeckelman-Post (2015) built on 

Potter’s measures to further define news media literacy. Vraga, et al (2015) concluded:

News has a unique role in democratic societies as it is expected to inform citizens to 

enable them to make sound democratic decisions. Therefore, it is important to interrogate

news. News media literacy education is designed to teach individuals how to apply core 

media literacy skills (i.e., analyzing and evaluating content) to news. News media literacy

education typically emphasizes three related aspects of news: (1) the conditions and 

constraints under which news is produced, (2) the goal of journalism to create an 

informed public capable of making democratic decisions, and (3) the responsibility of 

audiences to be critical thinkers when consuming news content (p. 42). 

For purposes of teaching news media literacy to general education high school students, such as 

those in English Language Arts classes, the primary focus will be the third part of Potter's 

definition, teaching students to apply critical thinking to their news consumption. The other parts

of Potter's definition will still be addressed, however, as more minor functions of the lesson plans

presented.

Changing State of News Media Literacy Among Young Adults

Now that a common understanding of the definition of news media literacy has been 

established, the need for news media literacy curriculum needs to be examined. To do that, a 

consistent understanding of how young adults are currently interacting with and consuming news
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is needed, along with if/how that consumption is changing based on social media usage. That 

analysis, then, begins with how citizens in general are able to consume news in this current 

climate of social media platforms and a 24/7 news cycle. Even media professionals themselves 

express an understanding that “the future of news is now in the hands of the technology industry”

(Bell, 2016, par. 6), which certainly could have a growing impact on how news is consumed and 

evaluated by all consumers, including teenagers. 

The term “filter bubble,” first coined by Eli Parisier (2011) in his book, “The Filter 

Bubble: What the Internet is Hiding from You,” is defined as “the intellectual isolation that can 

occur when websites make use of algorithms to selectively assume the information a user would 

want to see,” which thereby prevents the user from seeing information he or she possibly needs 

to see. Personalized Google searches and news streams are just two examples of this ongoing 

trend in individualized news delivery. Citizens need to be aware of these barriers to the open 

press and understand how to “pop” this filter bubble when seeking news content.

In an expanding culture of viral videos and retweets, the most-viewed news stories online

are not always the most accurate, objective stories. For example, a 2016 study found that “59 

percent of links shared on social media have never actually been clicked” (Dewey, par. 3), which

means that often, a news story can reach thousands, if not millions, of people on social media 

despite very few people having actually read the story, and even fewer analyzing the story for its 

content and accuracy. This revelatory statistic illustrates a stark contrast in how news stories gain

attention and illustrates the increasingly complicated nature of news media literacy in the 21st 

century.
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Existing Research on News Media Literacy and Young Adults

In light of such changes, researchers Vraga, et al (2015) sought to better understand 

society’s grasp of news media literacy, with special attention paid to the habits of young adults. 

Compared to a sample of older adults, college student respondents more often acknowledged 

possible bias in news content and were more likely to affirm that certain techniques used in news

production can influence the audience’s opinion of the coverage (p. 44). These findings are 

somewhat surprising, considering the reputation young people sometimes have in regards to their

news literacy skills. Often referred to as “digital natives,” today’s adolescents can use technology

intuitively, but also experience “digital naivete moments, [such as] when a student trusts a source

of information that is obviously unreliable” (Adams, 2016, par. 3). Understanding this 

discrepancy between youths’ knowledge of technology and media, and their lack of 

understanding on how best to use such technology, is just part of the body of knowledge needed 

to understand the state of news literacy among adolescents.

In similar findings to the Vraga study, a 2007 Netherlands study found young adults 

rarely sought out news directly as part of their daily routine (Costera Meijer). Additionally, 

Veinberg (2015) reported this age group does not “have a clear news ritual” and often gets its 

news “from many media sources, not just one” (p. 300). Overall, most of the participants felt 

they would hear about important news even if they did not actively seek it out, either from 

parents or friends, or in passing on the radio or social media (Costera Meijer, 2007, p. 104). 

However, as social media platforms continue to grow as a source for news, the idea of coming 

across all important news stories without intention, becomes less of a reality. A majority of U.S. 

adults (67%) now say they at least sometimes get their news information from social media, an 

18% growth since 2012 (Gottfried, 2016, p. 1). Looking at those closer in age to our focus group 
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of teenagers, 78% of respondents ages 18-49 used social media for their news (Gottfried, 2016, 

p. 1).

In addition to understanding students’ news consumption habits, researchers such as 

Sonia Livingstone have investigated how students form their literacy identities and how students 

can better understand the nature of online material - information which is vital when beginning 

to create an effective news literacy education strategy. Livingstone (2014) reported students’ 

overall media views appeared to “be shaped by their changing peer and parental relations” (p. 

283). Livingstone addressed the importance of understanding the developmental patterns of 

young adults and the effect of such development on a child’s ability to understand and apply 

news media literacy concepts, when developing news media literacy curriculum. Through 

Livingstone’s qualitative research, researchers were able to gain valuable insight as students 

directly expressed their thoughts on how they use social media and other online sources to get 

their news. 

Another vital component to understanding news media literacy among young adolescents

is recognizing what types of information and sources are attractive to this population, and how 

those sources change as social media applications fluctuate in popularity. In trying to understand 

what types of media students prefer to consume, Veinberg (2015) looked at how students access 

media content and found that Latvian adolescents preferred “media sources that are available on-

screen, which allow the use of sound and moving images” (p. 300) over previously standard 

forms of news media, which may be similar to the preferences of American students, though no 

American study has covered the topic yet. While it seems as though most young adults today 

desire accurate, unbiased news content (Craft, 2016), there is a lack of research into how well 

students understand how to access and critique such content even when it is available. Despite an
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abundance of international research on the topic of adolescent news consumption, there is 

especially a lack of United States-based studies, which brings some question as to the differences

in news consumption experiences for this age group, considering the cultural and educational 

differences between various countries. 

Combining many of the previous research topics, researchers Craft, Ashley and Maksl 

conducted one of the few U.S.-based studies, with a focus group study of students ages 15-18, to 

ask teenagers about their overall news consumption and critical evaluation skills and habits. 

Craft and her fellow researchers found students “relied on a variety of media sources” and some 

of them reported having the “need to check multiple sources for information” (Craft, Ashley, & 

Maksl, 2016, p. 9), especially when they learned of the news second-hand. Of particular interest 

is that most of the focus group participants defined news, in part, as being content “distant from 

their lives” and “outside their ability to do anything” (Craft et al., 2016, p. 9). Some of the study 

participants felt that news stories are often “exaggerated” or “lack complete information,” a 

critique of mainstream news that suggests the teenagers had at least some knowledge of news 

literacy concepts (Craft et al., 2016, p. 11). Because Craft’s participants were a volunteer sample,

their answers are not as generalizable as a truly random sample, but the students’ answers do 

give some valuable insight into the current state of media literacy among high school students 

and other young adults.

The three also worked to measure teenagers’ levels of news media literacy, testing 

hypotheses such as that: “highly news literate teens [would] be more intrinsically motivated for 

news consumption” than their peers and that “highly news literate teens [would] be more 

skeptical of news media” relative to their less news literate peers (Maksl et al., 2015, p. 33). The 

study findings supported both of those hypotheses, which helped create a strong foundation for 
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beginning to “develop a measure of news literacy useful in creating and evaluating training 

programs and curricula as well as examining correlations among news literacy, news media use 

and other variables” (Maksl et al., 2015, p. 37). The Maksl research study was conducted in 

America among high school students, which is the target sampling population for this project.

The Need for News Media Literacy Curriculum

Finally, after news media literacy is defined and established as a measurable concept, the 

work begins to establish the value of direct instruction in news literacy in creating critical news 

media consumers. Organizations such as The Center for News Literacy at Stonybrook University

(Miller, 2016) and The News Literacy Project work to create that connection and establish news 

literacy as a vital component in modern education. In a time when “uninformed opinion 

masquerades as news” and the news industry is characterized by “a flood of information and 

misinformation” (Miller, 2016, par. 8), it would seem as though students do, in fact, need to be 

taught how to navigate the system to understand and evaluate what they are reading. 

Despite the apparent need, however, researchers Livingstone and Bober found “nearly 

one third (30%) of pupils report[ed] having received no lessons at all on using the internet” and 

that “only 33% of 9-19-year-olds who go online at least once a week [said] they [had] been told 

how to judge the reliability of online information” (Bober & Livingstone, 2004, p. 8). The report 

did not address why the numbers were so low in this self-reporting, though it may have been that

students failed to recognize such prior lessons in terms of formal news media literacy education, 

or that the lessons were not ones which were memorable years later.  

After 2004, there has been little formal research into how prevalent news media literacy 

instruction is in American high schools or in how the lack of such may affect how critical these 

young adults become as news consumers. Despite findings that news media literacy is “a subject 
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that most students find inherently engaging and relevant,” the general conclusion is that there 

continues to be a lack of funding and curriculum development in many areas (Adams, 2016, par. 

9). Additionally, the question remains as to how exactly educators and educational institutions 

can most effectively go about creating and instituting effective news media literacy curriculum, 

although some recent efforts have been advanced in this area. By the end of 2017,  lawmakers

 in several states have introduced or passed bills calling on public school systems to do 

more to teach media literacy skills that they say are critical to democracy. The effort has 

been bipartisan but has received little attention despite successful legislation in 

Washington state, Connecticut, Rhode Island and New Mexico. Several more states are 

expected to consider such bills in the coming year, including Arizona, New York and 

Hawaii (Foley, 2017, par. 1-3). 

Statement of Project/Purpose

Explanation of Project

This project involves developing a WordPress-based website 

(http://jquickblog.wordpress.com) for high school English/Language Arts teachers to use as a 

resource for news media literacy lesson plans. This website will help teachers of non-journalism 

courses easily integrate news media literacy lessons into their curriculum. Students whose 

teachers use these lessons will be exposed to ideas of bias, news gathering, filter bubbles, and 

evaluating news, which they may not be exposed to in any other courses. 

Materials to be incorporated into the website will include 15-20 individual news media 

literacy lesson plans for single-period and multiple-period instruction; any necessary 

presentations, worksheets and evaluation methods needed to complete the lesson plans; and 

rationales for incorporating each of the news media literacy plans into non-journalism courses. 
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All materials and links will be compiled into the single WordPress website, 

http://jquickblog.wordpress.com, giving teachers immediate and cost-free access to all of the 

created resources. Lessons will reference Common Core standards, and general standards topics, 

to help teachers more easily integrate the lessons into their curriculum, while meeting the 

requirements of their individual state's guidelines. 

Despite a growing awareness of the importance in teaching news media literacy in 

secondary education, how to incorporate such lessons into already-packed syllabi is still an 

evolving concept. For high school teachers without formal journalism courses, in particular, 

there is a lack of information on how to incorporate news media literacy lessons into their related

subjects, specifically English language courses. 

Limitations of Project

Because of the differences in curriculum requirements in different states and regions, 

these lessons may not all be ready-made for all teachers in all high school ELA classrooms. 

Additionally, because of the ever-evolving state of news and media in the 21st century, the finite 

number of lessons which will be curated in a specific amount of time, may not keep up with the 

newest trends in news. To address this concern, I would accept comments and updates from 

teachers on any changes they suggest. However, the project aim is to address as many general 

areas of news literacy education as possible to best provide already-busy ELA teachers with a 

foundation for seamlessly incorporating news media literacy into their curriculum. As with all 

subject areas, teachers could continue with professional development in the area to expand their 

lessons as news trends - and course requirements - change.
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Methodology

This project will involve 15-20 newly created news media literacy lesson plans, along 

with those plans' necessary activities and evaluations, which will, when gathered together, create 

a resource for high school ELA teachers to incorporate news literacy education into their existing

curriculum. 

Creating these lesson plans will involve browsing available lessons that have been shared

through existing journalism sites and producing new, original lesson plans with the curriculum 

needs of high school ELA students in mind.

Conclusion

When examining the existing studies regarding adolescent news media literacy in 

America, there are gaps in the availability of resources for teachers to incorporate this 

fundamental skill into their existing curriculum. In particular, existing lesson plans often are 

housed on websites and in textbooks created for journalism teachers and may be inaccessible or 

unknown to non-journalism instructors. To better help teachers immediately implement news 

media literacy curriculum into their courses, this project will create and organize lesson plans in 

an easy-to-use format for such teachers. To publicize the available resources, I plan to share my 

website with various teacher organizations (such as the National Council for Teachers of English

and Journalism Education Association) and more localized professional development 

organizations, such as the Regional Educational Service Centers which serve public school 

districts in Texas. In today’s growing culture of “fake news” and skeptical consumers, students 

need access to direct instruction in news media literacy skills and for them to receive such 

instruction, their teachers need access to usable, relevant lessons, which this project will provide.
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